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Chapter V 

Conclusion and Suggestion 

This chapter is going to provide the conclusion and suggestion based on the result of 

this research. The conclusion provides some explanations regarding the data in the 

previous chapter, whereas suggestion gives some suggestions in order to develop the 

quality of students, lecturers, and department in English Department. 

Conclusion 

Grounded on the previous data analysis in chapter IV about personality disorder by Kate 

character in Novel “Master of the game” by Sidney Sheldon, it can be concluded that 

Kate has a personality disorder because she shows a tendency in violation of rules or 

culture that believed. In this case,the personality disorder that found in Kate character is 

Narcissistic personality disorder and antisocial personality disorder. It said that because 

Kate shows some criteria of narcissistic and antisocial personality disorder. Some 

criteria that indicated is manipulated and exploited the situation and her family to get 

her own obsessed, even though she has to violate the law and the right of people around 

her. It means that Kate is an intelligence people because she has a strategy to persuade 

and control people around her. All the criteria of narcissistic and antisocial personality 

disorder in Kate character that found is explained in the previews chapter. 

Suggestion  

In this study, there are some suggestions given in order to develop the quality of 

students and lecturer. The personality disorder is someone behavior which deviated 

from its culture, contrary to how she/he thinks, feel, etc. Therefore, this study provides 
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some information related to the personality disorder. Moreover, the reader should be 

able to learn about personality disorder because it closed in human life and it will help 

the readersrecognize their own personality disorder or the other personality disorder. 

Besides, learn the personality disorder would help lecturer to knowing the 

characterization of student and it would help control the student in a class. 

Furthermore, this research also can be used as references for the future research relating 

to personality disorder through Kate’s character in novel “master of the Game” by 

Sidney Sheldon. Besides, this also can be comparativeness in analyzing personality 

disorder. Therefore, this research is expected to be developed to enrich the knowledge 

about personality disorder by Kate Character in Novel “Master of the Games” by 

Sidney Sheldon.  
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